
 The Murder Mystery
  Beloved dwarf Grumpy has been   

killed as a result of a cave-in at the 
diamond mining facility.  Pinocchio fell into the kindling making 

assembly line at the Stiltskin wood mill, 
and the newspapers falsely reported  

Prince Charming missing!   Fairytaleland is in chaos. Are these 
mere accidents or the results of 

something far more sinister.   Save Fairytaleland by discovering who 
is behind these bizarre deaths and 

disappearances.

YOUR PLAYER’S 
PROFILE: Who committed the murder?

Captain Hook ................  q
Snow White ..................  q
Evil Queen ....................  q
Big Bad Wolf ................  q
Tinkerbell .....................  q
Red Riding Hood ..........  q
Rumpelstiltskin .............  q
Jack ...............................  q
Witch ............................  q
Prince Charming ..........  q 
 
www.printablemurdermysterygames.com

  Big Bad Wolf
He likes to 
disguise himself 
in grandma’s 
clothes - to fool 
little Red Riding 
Hood. He is part of 
the Fairytaleland 
City Council, and a 
contributing writer 
for the Fairytaleland newspaper.
Costume: Wolf face, granny’s nightgown, 
night cap and eye glasses. Or ears attached 
to a hat and a nose glued to a pair of dark 
rimmed glasses. Or simply a big bad wolf!
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Fairytale murders 
 Kingdom in chaos over  

bizarre accidents.

Beloved 5th dwarf Grumpy has been 
killed as a result of a cave-in at the mining 
facility where he worked.  Luckily, dwarfs 
1 through 4 and dwarfs 6 and 7 were all 
finished for the day. It is unknown why 
Grumpy was working so late at night.

Due to the mysterious deaths of Grumpy 
and Pinocchio, tourism in Fairytaleland  
has dropped off. 

Book sales have ended, 
forcing many in the retail 
industry to request aid. 

The Stiltskin Corporation has filed for 
bankruptcy due to the City Council’s 
decision to cancel the restoration of Snow 
White’s castle. As a result, the company’s 
shares in diamond mining, milling and hay 
production, have completely bottomed out.

AN EMERGENCY CITY COUNCIL 
MEETING HAS BEEN CALLED! 

Booksales bottom out. 
Tourism down 82%

Open letter to the editor: Fairytaleland 
has fallen into a dark decline. Could it 
be we are seeing greater evil because we 
have lost our moral compass?  Until the 
citizens of Fairytaleland clean up their 
act, I am sure more fairytale characters 
will perish.  A concerned citizen, Frog.

A freak accident occurred when Pinocchio 
fell into the  kindling making assembly 
line at the Stiltskin wood mill. It is 
unknown why the puppet was visiting the 
mill. He is survived by his maker Geppetto. 

Although Pinocchio was found in 
many pieces, his nose and shoes were 
visible within the kindling stack, helping 
authorities make a positive identification. 
                           Contributing writer:B.B.Wolf

Prince Charming 
missing!

Last seen riding his horse 
Astor, across town. Strangely 
absent were his henchman 
and bodyguards.If anyone 
has any information leading 
to the return of Charming, 
please report it to the King. 
A reward is being offered.

Female Trolls Drink Free!
Every Thursday night  

at“McFibbins”

Grumpy presumed dead. Seen here; 
entrance to mine completely collapsed.

Foul play suspected.

Foul play suspected.

Foul play suspected.




